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Our primary focus will be on providing tips specifically geared
toward women. This is because matchmakers tend to approach
and work with men and women differently. Therefore, the
strategies employed by women when engaging matchmakers
are different from those employed by men.

L A D I E S  
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MATCH
MAKERS

C R E A T E  
T H E  U L T I M A T E  L I S T  O F

Begin your search for matchmakers in your vicinity by utilizing
Google search. 

Use relevant keywords like 
"(nearest big city) matchmaking service" 

For example, “Orange County Matchmaking Service” or 
“Miami Matchmaking Service”

Here are some we recommend.

US, Canada, UK, Dubai:
Cinqe.com (obviously, this is us, we are worldwide)

East Coast:
Agape Match 
Lisa Clampitt Matchmaking 

San Francisco:
Shannon’s Circle

Los Angeles:
Perfect 12
Three Day Rule 

Create a list of all the options that seem appealing to
you. 
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Don't be overly concerned about finding the "perfect" matchmaker. Instead, focus
on casting a wide net and reaching out to anyone who seems like a good fit.
Since you won't be financially invested yet, it won't cost you anything to explore
various options. You can always choose to discontinue the connections if they
don't pan out. At the outset, it makes sense to remain open and flexible.
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We strongly suggest visiting the FAQ
page on their website, where most
common queries are already addressed.
Please avoid reaching out to them
asking for a phone call solely because
you prefer not to conduct your own
research. 

We encourage you to thoroughly review
their site before making any call
requests. And when you do wish to
speak directly, it's important to mention
the agenda of the call - avoid vague
requests like, 

"Can someone call me, I have
questions." 

It's quite possible that the answers to
your questions are already available on
their website.

TIP: Most matchmaking firms operate
with a very small team, making it not
possible to accommodate every call
request.  
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Most matchmaking services offer free
registration for women.  

We strongly advise not to request a call
with them to discuss becoming a premium-
paying member. Although you might think
that our goal is to get singles to pay for our
matchmaking services, we prefer men to
be the ones paying instead. We advise
women to invest in coaching first before
requesting to upgrade their membership.
We recommend saving your money,
signing up for every database available,
taking great photos, and building friendly
relationships with all matchmakers. 

Following these guidelines will give you
the best chance of success.
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When a woman pays for matchmaking
services, it can disrupt the traditional
dynamic of dating, which typically
involves men taking on this role. This
can be uncomfortable for some men
who prefer a more traditional
approach to dating.

Please note that we do occasionally
accept premium female clients; however,
our fees are quite high and primarily
designed for affluent women who prefer
to outsource and maintain discretion in
their dating life.

T H E  T R U T H
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Most matchmaking services have a section
to join their free database via their website.
Take your time to complete every question
they ask. Write your answers as though
your match will read your responses. This is
a VERY important tip. 

Example of what NOT to write in the
ABOUT ME section, 

“Hi matchmakers, please help me! I am a
good catch and want my man now! He
needs to be very successful and tall.” 

Create a comprehensive spreadsheet that
includes the website, login details, contact
information, and the date of your last
interaction with each matchmaking service.
See page 23, we started this for you! 

“Hello Matchmakers! I found your agency
online, and you seem to do great work. I am
Jane Smith, and I am interested in joining
your free database to be potentially
matched with your premium male members.
Could you provide information on how I can
submit my details and photos? I completely
understand that by joining your free
confidential network I am not guaranteed a
date. Thank you for your time and
consideration!”

If the matchmaking service doesn’t have a
join page on their website, use this template
email example instead. 

Examples of what to write instead, 

“My friends describe me as kind-hearted,
witty, and adventurous. I have a passion for
cooking, which is reflected in my personal
and professional life. In my free time, I love
exploring new places on vacation, trying
new restaurants, and being outdoors.”



Maintain a document that records your responses to their
questions. For instance, when asked to describe yourself,
write in a manner that assumes your potential match is
reading it. However, ensure that you only talk about yourself
and avoid mentioning anything that might turn off your match.

Similarly, when asked to describe your ideal match, stay
positive and open-minded, and write as if the person you're
seeking is reading it. Avoid phrases such as "Seeking rich and
tall," which could discourage your matchmaker from
considering you. 

Instead, consider phrasing it like this: "I am seeking a smart
man who is willing and ready to invest time in a meaningful
relationship." 

Please note that mentioning wanting a wealthy match is
unnecessary as all matchmakers only have successful clients.
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It's best not to be overly picky when it
comes to accepting potential
matches from a matchmaker. If you
continually turn down clients for no
valid reason and appear too
selective, the matchmaker may
choose to archive your profile and
inform their team that you are not
worth reaching out to.

D E A L B R E A K E R S  
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Regrettably, the truth is that high-end
matchmaking firms only accommodate a
limited number of clients, and there is no
guarantee that you will secure a date with
one of these gentlemen. 

Kindly abstain from sending email
communications to the firm with messages
such as, "I haven't heard from anyone," as
this is considered distasteful. 

If your aim is to capture their attention, we
recommend composing a more refined
message, such as: 

"Dear Ladies, I have finished filling out the
application and uploaded my photos. I have
attached two images to this email for your
consideration. Please do consider me for
your outstanding bachelors. Wishing you a
splendid day."

N O  G U A R A N T E E S   
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Smile with teeth
Full body photos 
Form fitting clothes

P H O T O  T I P S

"I cannot emphasize enough how crucial quality photographs are for your dating endeavor." - Christiana Maxion



Having great photos is important to the matchmaking
process.

Therefore, it's essential to get photos taken as soon as
possible. You don't necessarily need a professional
photographer, but you must ensure that your images
are clear and of high quality.

Next time you dress up, ask your girlfriend to take some
pictures of you. There are three rules to follow when
taking good dating photos. Firstly, make sure you have
full-length photos. Avoid cropping them, as this can give
an incomplete view of your appearance. Secondly,
wear form-fitting clothes so that your potential match
can get a clear idea of your physique (men do not want
to play a guessing game with your clothes). Lastly,
remember to smile with your teeth in the pictures as this
can make you appear approachable and friendly!
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When a matchmaker reaches out to you with a potential
match, it's crucial to say yes enthusiastically. Even if he
is not the perfect man on paper for you, remember that
your matchmaker wants to support and promote you. If
you turn down too many potential matches, your
matchmaker may lose interest in working with you and
might even remove your profile from their free database.

TIP: Unsure if he is a match for you, ask your
matchmaker questions about him!  



When approached by a matchmaker with a
prospective match, avoid going radio silent while
you deliberate over the decision. This forces the
matchmaker to spend unnecessary time following
up, only to discover you've chosen not to meet the
suggested match. This not only strains the
matchmaker's resources but also paints you as
unreliable. If the match doesn't resonate with you,
promptly respond to the matchmaker's email,
thereby respecting her time and effort.

When you receive an email from the matchmaker
suggesting a potential match, and you decide not
to proceed, it's essential to not simply respond
with "pass". Instead, take a moment to articulate
your reasons for not wanting to meet the
proposed match. This feedback is invaluable, as it
assists the matchmaker in refining future matches
to better align with your preferences and
expectations.

When the date happens, make sure to show up on time
and be reliable. Even if the date doesn't go as planned,
your matchmaker will appreciate feedback and consider
you more seriously if you come across as genuinely
interested in finding love and being proactive in the
process.

Remember, if you say no to a match without valid
reasons, it's likely that you'll miss out on other
opportunities with that matchmaking agency. So, always
strive to maintain a positive attitude and be open-minded
about the people they suggest. Remember to always
thank them for thinking of you!

S A Y  Y E S  T O  
Y O U R  

M A T C H M A K E R



Congratulations, you're on the date! It
could be a call, video, or an in-person
date with your match. To make a great
impression, it's important to be classy,
punctual, and sweet. Avoid drinking too
much and refrain from talking about your
ex.

Instead, bring positive energy and
enthusiasm to the conversation. Laugh at
their jokes and compliment them by
telling them they look handsome, even if
they're not precisely your type. Prior to
the date, your matchmaker will send you
a list of dating tips and a waiver to sign.

It's not going to a second date, which is totally
ok! 

It's perfectly fine if there won't be a second
date. Rejection is a natural part of the dating
process, whether you're the one rejecting
them or they're rejecting you.

After the date, it's essential to let your
matchmaker know how it went. Try sending
them a message that same night or the next
morning, thanking them for setting up the
date and letting them know that you
appreciate the effort. Here's an example:
"Hello Sally, I had a lovely time with John. He
was kind and handsome. Unfortunately, I
didn't feel any chemistry, and I'm not
interested in going on a second date. Thank
you so much for thinking of me. I am happy to
give more confidential feedback if needed.
Please keep me in mind for future matches."

Remember, it's important to show gratitude
and avoid being pushy. Please refrain from
asking your matchmaker, "Who else do you
have for me?" as it may come across as
overly demanding when you are not a paying
client. This is a major turn-off to your
matchmaker.  

If your matchmaker kindly asks for
confidential feedback to help them do their
job better, it's essential to provide honest and
detailed feedback. This will allow them to help
coach him to improve his dating skills.

F I R S T  D A T E S
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So, your date went wonderfully! Presuming
you're dating in the US, UK, or Canada, your
matchmaker will have facilitated the
exchange of numbers between you and your
match. Your match will initiate further
communication and arrange the second date.
After your date, please send an email to your
matchmaker, expressing your enjoyment and
your interest in seeing him again. Your
matchmaker will inform you if he did not
consider the date perfect, or if he intends to
meet you again. Please note that your
matchmaker won't arrange the second date. 

You are always welcome to update your
matchmaker on any developments in your
relationship. For instance, if by the 3rd date
you decide not to see him again, your
matchmaker can assist in handling that
situation. 

Remember, your matchmaker is always
available to provide help, so feel free to reach
out for dating tips and advice at any time!

F I R S T  D A T E S
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xx
"As a matchmaker, it's
a joy to connect with
single women who
enter our database.
Their responses glow
with kindness, their
excitement for new
romantic journeys
shines, and their
reliable nature builds
trust. Their insightful
post-date feedback is
the cherry on top,
making my role as a
matchmaker
immensely gratifying."
 - Rachel London



Last but not least, it's crucial to keep your
photos and details up to date. If you
relocate to a new city, make sure to update
your information by contacting your
matchmaking agency and requesting an
update. You can also upload fresh new
photos to keep your profile current and
appealing.

Additionally, it's a good idea to follow the
matchmakers you like on social media and
support their business. This helps you stay
connected with the latest trends and
updates in the matchmaking industry, and
you might even come across exciting new
opportunities.

I understand that all of this information can
be overwhelming, but if you're looking to
date high-quality men, consider this your
ultimate guide. Print it out and save it for
future reference. You may even want to
share it with a newly single friend or family
member who might find it helpful. 
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L O G I N  I N F OC O N T A C TW E B S I T E

Cinqe Matchmaking  

Name

M A T C H M A K I N G  A G E N C Y  C O N T A C T S  

N O T E S :  

cinqe.com love@cinqe.com
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Founder's Note

www.cinqe.com

Women can join our complimentary network, which provides an
opportunity to connect with eligible men who are classy and worldly.
While there is no guarantee you will get a date, being a part of our free
network allows women to expand their dating opportunities.

 

Founder
Cinqe Matchmaking

Membership in our
network, although not
guaranteeing a match
for every free
participant, provides
opportunities to
connect with
individuals who value
sophistication, and a
deep-seated yearning
for relationships of
substance.

E R I C A  A R R E C H E A
Learn about our matchmakers at  
|  cinqe.com/team

"Our carefully curated selection of men ensures that
each interaction holds the potential for a fulfilling and
enriching connection."



"Enjoy the journey of dating, for in the pursuit of love,
you'll uncover your own strength and resilience."

-  Annie Garmendia 
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T H O U G H T S :

D A T I N G  J O U R N A L



Welcome to Mastering Dating Apps, a

woman’s guide to getting the most out

of swiping. Join me for this 4-week

course as we explore the often

frustrating nature of apps, what a

man’s profile really means, and how to

find a quality partner amidst the

madness. 

WWW . L A U R A T H E M A T C H M A K E R . C O M / E - C O U R S E S

MASTER DATING APPS

>>


